IV.

[7]

CONCLUSIONS

A location recognition system using a Fast Learning
Artificial Neural Network for sensor fusion is presented.
Representative nodes are generated automatically for key
locations and routes. The learned FLANN network was used
for key location and route recognition. The system developed
was able to classify key locations at a high accuracy.

[8]

[9]

Combining different types of sensors provides improved
recognition capability and speed. For example, visual
descriptors are excellent features for localization. However,
visual descriptor is usually used to construct a topological map.
This is the furthest it can perform unless an accurate visual
odometry model can be developed. Topological maps alone
cannot provide sufficient information for navigation. In order
for navigation to become possible, it will be necessary to
combine compass sensors or other information about the
vehicle’s position so that a direction for navigation to the target
location can be derived. In this paper a simple fusion of visual
and compass sensors is presented. However, the framework
enables utilization of more sensors for fusion. The advantage of
the proposed framework is that a sensor can incrementally be
included in the fusion by a suitable tolerance setting and
vigilance test. The parameter settings for each sensor can be
tuned separately to provide optimal performance. Simply
embedding anther attribute for vigilance test enables fusion of
more types of sensors.

[10]

[11]
[12]
[13]
[14]
[15]

In future investigations on more flexible FLANN
configurations for learning of different routes will be
conducted. A more complex testing location and map are also
necessary for further evaluation of the proposed algorithm.

[16]
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